
The Path to Data Leadership: 
Embracing Business Intelligence 
to Achieve Data-driven Success
Data teams and developers continue to serve as the lynchpin to businesses, 
overcoming shortcomings associated with gaining insight from massive data sets.  
But how are organizations enabling more end-users to actually leverage data? Skills 
gaps, collaboration, and accessibility have created several barriers, and the pressure 
is on data and software teams to make business intelligence easier to use. Add to this 
the heavy scrutiny that timeliness of delivery and accessibility of simplified analytics 
are under, and embedded analytics is increasingly becoming the answer. 
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The Importance of Business Intelligence Functionality 

More Data Use Is Prevalent

Overcoming the Barriers

The Value of Embedded Analytics

Organizations continue to place bets on new BI features and functionality in order to address both 
objectives and ongoing challenges.

More decision makers and greater frequency with which end-users access BI platforms is increasingly 
the goal at many organizations.

As organizations grapple with similar challenges inhibiting more pervasive BI usage, new personas  
are increasingly being leaned on for guidance.

Embedded analytics is delivering an undeniable value and business benefit.

| Top 5 changes organizaTions expecT To make over The nexT year in         
  relaTion To business inTelligence plaTforms.

| neT-new capabiliTies organizaTions plan To invesT in over The nexT year in supporT of business inTelligence.

| change in The number of people who influence buying decisions in business inTelligence Technology. 

| Top 5 impedimenTs prevenTing end-users from uTilizing The bi/analyTics plaTform more frequenTly.

| Top 5 benefiTs of consuming, analyzing, and visualizing daTa wiThin a specific/cusTom applicaTion.

| mosT common sTeps To enable end-users To leverage business inTelligence.

| percenTage of employees who have access To a bi/analyTics plaTform.
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For more from this ESG research study, including further insights into organizations’ experiences at various stages of 
maturity for analytics use, read the ESG Research Report, The Path to Data Leadership: Embracing Business Intelligence to 
Achieve Data-driven Success.

LEARN MORE

Source: ESG Research Report, The Path to Data Leadership, July 2021. 
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We have no plans to address this at this time

Spending more with existing business intelligence vendors/partners

Leveraging technology that offers self-service

Leverage AI and/or augmented analytics as a recommendation engine

Investing in embedded analytics

Embracing new operating models

Leveraging automation to reduce workflow/process delays

Investing with new business intelligence vendors/partners

Providing more education, training, and guidance

Significantly more people are involved

Slightly more people are involved
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Leveraging AI and/or augmented analytics as a recommendation engine

https://www.esg-global.com/research/esg-research-report-the-path-to-data-leadership

